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Blasting experts for over 85 years
Supplied air 
versatility  
Easy to operate and maintain, our 
Free-Air® pumps offer a low-cost 
way to supply clean, breathable 
air to workers in contaminated 
environments. 
Bullard provides several compressed 
air options for monitoring CO 
and improving air quality in the 
workplace. 
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Comfort, Reliability 
& Durability  
The 88VX Respirator is Bullard’s 
legacy blast product offering workers 
advancements in comfort, reliability, 
and durability. Blasters are assured 
the most advanced protection from 
airborne contaminants while wearing 
the 88VX with its sewn-in neck cuff 
and double lining in the neck area. 
Airflow is channeled directly to the 
blaster’s breathing zone for increased 
comfort and productivity. The 88VX 
sports a wide-angle faceshield lens for 
optimum visibility and an open feel 
when blasting.  

Protection, 
Comfort & Style 
Blasters feel confident wearing 
the GVX Respirator knowing their 
head, face, and respiratory system 
are protected while working in the 
harshest environments. Key GVX 
features include an enlarged viewing 
area for optimal vision and maximum 
airflow delivering cooling for all-
day comfort. Looking and feeling 
good is a must for every blaster and 
that’s why we offer the GVX in four 
distinctive colors: Vintage Yellow, 
Modern Navy, Imperial Red, and 
Bullard Green.

GVX88VX

GVX Accessories
Stay protected with our blast must-have accessories. 
Our heavy-duty blast suit, gloves, and LiteVX are 
designed for the toughest blasting environments. Stay 
connected with your team using our BCX hands-free, 
wireless communication system designed for enhanced 
safety on the worksite.

Accessories


